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Through decades of lessons learned, engineering
improvements, development and application of best
practice and technological advancements, the oil & gas
industry is, statistically, one of the safest modern industries
to work in. However, due to the nature of the industry, a
major incident can be just a short series of unfortunate
events away. Rapid response and management of these
events can mean the difference between a minor incident
and a major catastrophe resulting in the loss of millions of
dollars, ecological devastation, and loss of life.

This internationally accredited diploma has been
developed with industry experts to instil the core skills and
knowledge essential for both risk management and
effectively managing an emergency if and when it happens.
With extensive use of case studies, roll play, disaster
simulations and study, students are equippedwith the skills
and knowledge required tomanage risk and respond to and
manage an emergency.

Introduction
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In recognising the need for a higher-level, internationally
recognised set of qualifications that include the important
mandatory industry standards, Wild Geese Group, Samson
Tiara Wiguna and The University of Applied Research and
Development have worked together to leverage their
extensive industry experience and knowledge to develop
and deliver these University level programmes.

Accredited in the UK by the National Open Colleges
Network (NOCN) and One Awards, these programmes are
designed not only to meet industry standards, but to
increase leadership capabilities & career advancement in
both the oil & gas industry and other hazardous industries.

Accreditation
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This programme and others developed through this
partnership incorporate globally recognised industry
standards, allowing for recognition of prior learning (RPL)
and recognition of current competency.

A number of industry qualifications are currently recognised
including certifications from OPITO and TEEX.

For candidates with extensive industry experience and
certification, up to 75% of the Bachelor and/or Masters
programmes can be completed via RPL.

Recognition of Prior
Learning
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The learning elements of the Diploma in Emergency
Response & Risk Management will be delivered online via
distance learning.

Instructors will be using a variety of technologies such as
Google Classrooms, Zoom and dedicated Facebook Groups
to facilitate study, deliver lectures andmaterials to students,
and to facilitate group work, assessment and assignments.

Students must have access to a computer and a broadband
internet connection with sufficient bandwidth to participate
in online video conferencing.

Additionally, as both students and instructors for this course
are from all over the world, delivery will be in English.
Students will be required to prove an adequate level of
English skill prior to acceptance*.

*See entry requirements, page 7.

Delivery
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Assessment
The University of Applied Research & Development uses a range assessment strategies to ensure our graduates are well prepared
to lead in their industry. Assessments may include the following:

Workload
To successfully complete the required learning elements, successful applicants to the programme will be expected to be able to
dedicate between 5 to 10 hours per week for lectures, workgroups, assessment, and study. On average, the weekly time distribution
will be as follows:

• 1.5 hours live online class via ZOOM

• 1-4 hours interaction, Q&A, response time, accessing learning materials in the Private Facebook Group

• 2 hours assignment completion with the Google Classroom Rubrics

• Group work

• Video summaries

• Share resource creation

• Written assignments

• Live presentations

• Case study investigations

• Research projects

• Examinations

• Whitepaper production

• ... and many more.
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Enrolment Process
Enrolment for this programme is conducted online, via https://bit.ly/2zt2T7P

Entry Requirements
The entry requirements for the Diploma in Emergency Response & Risk Management programme are as follows:

• IELTS score of 5, or an acceptable equivalent

• Incident Command System (ICS) 100 Introduction

Adequate evidence of the above will required on submission of enrolment. The University of Applied Research & Development and
their delivery partners reserve the right to interview applicants prior to acceptance and to follow up with employers to verify work
experience.

Before enrolment, ensure you have the following:

• Clear, colour scan of your Passport or government
issued ID.

• Clear, colour scan of your qualifications & supporting
documentation.

Completing the enrolment form:

• ERRM Section - Select “UARD” as the training
organisation.

• For Programme - Select “Diploma Level Programme in
Emergency Response & Risk Management (L4)”

• If you plan on recognition of prior learning (RPL) please
select Yes on the appropriate question.
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Diploma in Emergency
Response & Risk Management

• Major Emergency Management......................................................................................................Page 10

• Conflict Management................................................................................................................................Page 10

• Offshore Installation Management ................................................................................................Page 10

• Plant Manager / Incident Commander - Initial Response........................................Page 11

• Introduction to Financial Concepts of Emergency Services...................................Page 11

• Organisational Behaviour .......................................................................................................................Page 11

• Case Study Investigation ........................................................................................................................Page 12

• Project .....................................................................................................................................................................Page 12



Diploma Level Courses
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During this course, students will learn to review, manage and assess the information available during
an emergency situation in a timely manner to establish priorities and to take effective actions such
as implementation of predetermined emergency response plans and procedures in the context of
the current emergency being faced.

Learning Objectives:
Level: 4 Points: 12

Major Emergency Management

This course examines methods of resolving conflict experienced by Emergency Response and Risk
Management Groups, Service Partners and members of the general public in risk critical situations.
Students will be equipped with the background knowledge and practical skills to manage conflict in
a range of challenging situations.

Learning Objectives:
Level: 4 Points: 12

Conflict Management

This course is designed for Offshore Installation Managers (OIM), Superintendents or Person In
Charge (PIC) who are designated as Incident Managers in Controlling Emergencies on Offshore
Installations. The outcomes will focus on effectiveness in: Assessing the Situation and Take Effective
Action, Maintaining Communications, Delegating Authority to Act, Manage Individual and Team
Performance and Dealing with Stress in Self and Others.

Learning Objectives:
Level: 4 Points: 12

Offshore Installation Management
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During this course students will learn to monitor and control resources during an emergency while
evaluating progress and communicating changes in plans and priorities as an emergency unfolds.
Students will learn to effectively delegate authority and manage individuals and teams while
recognising and dealing with stress in themselves and others.

Learning Objectives:
Level: 4 Points: 12

Plant Manager / Incident Commander
Initial Response

This course is an introduction to the fiscal policies, procedures, and problems encountered in the
administration of emergency service organisations — specifically governmental entities, non-profit,
tax based and volunteer organisations. The course is designed for non-accounting students who
need to understand finance and accounting in order to participate in planning, control, and decision-
making.

Learning Objectives:
Level: 4 Points: 12

Introduction to Financial Concepts of
Emergency Services

This course introduces organisational behaviour, the social-scientific study of individuals and groups
in work organisations. Built on findings from psychology, social-psychology, sociology, and cultural
anthropology, this course examines employee motivation and job satisfaction, factors influencing
levels of job performance and psychological dimensions of the work environment. It also discusses
personality differences, managerial effectiveness, and stress at work. Students study the individual,
group, and social impact on outcomes.

Learning Objectives:
Level: 4 Points: 12

Organisational Behaviour
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During this course, students will be provided with a range of case studies from different types of real
world emergencies. Students will learn to draw conclusions regarding effective and ineffective
responses to emergency situations and present their findings.

Learning Objectives:
Level: 4 Points: 12

Case Study Investigation

This course is a work-site focused review of readiness and response strategies, with students
expected to develop and submit an improvement plan based on their findings.

Learning Objectives:
Level: 4 Points: 24

Year 1 Project



Year 2
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Other Available Programmes

Emergency Response & Risk Management (ERRM)

Diploma in Emergency Management Level 4 1 Year Programme

Diploma in Crisis Management Level 5 1 Year Programme

Diploma in Emergency Management in the Oil & Gas Industry Level 4 1 Year Programme

Diploma in Crisis Management in the Oil & Gas Industry Level 5 1 Year Programme

Diploma in Emergency Response & Risk Management Level 4 1 Year Programme

Advanced Diploma in Emergency Response & Risk Management Level 5 1 Year Programme

Bachelor in Emergency Response & Risk Management Level 6 3 Year Programme

Masters in Emergency Response & Risk Management Level 7 1 - 2 Year Programme

Note: Each Diploma gains automatic credit for entry to the associated Bachelor programme.



About the WGG
Academy

The people who respond in managing critical incident situations and emergencies are expected to
perform while others are leaving the scene or incident. The skills, behaviour & attitude of responders
must be robust enough to guide a controlled outcome in a rapidly changing, hazardous and stressful
environment.

Underpinning the WGG academy is a company who, for the past twenty years has been delivering
internationally accredited training programs and Operational Services in Emergency & Crisis
Management, for a number of high-risk industry sectors.

The WGG Academy provides high level, experienced coaches to mentor and guide students through the
available programs, using an intricate understanding of Incident Command Systems & how to
realistically apply these principles to meet situational needs and organisational ER structures in your
industry.

Why the WGG Academy – “Different to Others”

The Wild Geese Group Academy was established to help meet the specialised needs of personnel
working, or seeking to work, in the fields of Emergency Response Management within high risk
industries.

What makes the WGG Academy “different to the others” is how each Diploma Level through to Degree
Level accredited course is tailor made to your industry. Whilst the principles in Incident Command for
most incidents remain similar, what the coaches at WGG Academy do wherever possible, is to customise
the materials and practical learning sessions to be consistent with the job or position you would be filling
during an emergency situation in your own place of employment.

The lead coaches & mentors at The WGG Academy are able to share experience and knowledge based
on them having actually been ACTIVE members of established ER Teams at a management level.

For More Information

Website:
www.wggacademy.org

Email:
info@wggacademy.org
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Wild Geese Group was formed back in 2004 by a team of professionals with a commitment to providing
a superior service. To support the Oil & Gas Industries needs in the very specialised and niche provision
of competency development, of key personnel. Managers & Supervisors who perform the roles of
Emergency Management offshore. Over the years WGG has evolved into a company that does a lot
more.

The use of big data mining to fully digitalise how we receive and use data from the incident site, is just
one of the specialised services we have created for use by Incident Commanders in a number of
industry sectors.

In 2020 WGG in partnership with UARD & WIGUNA took another leap forward in pioneering the
development of the “first of its kind” customised suite of courses in Emergency Response Risk
Management (ERRM) and Emergency Response Leadership Management (ERLM).

WGG has a global footprint through their Cooperative Learning Sites (CLS) network, which reaches our
global clients without compromising the quality of service. A passion to go the extra mile, the ability
to be innovative and creative in everything they produce. “Train Hard Fight Easy” is the mantra

Wild Geese Group continuously upholds.

About Wild Geese Group

The University of Applied Research & Development (UARD) is the global developer and
deliverer of qualifications in Education, Science, Emergency Response & Risk Management
and Productivity. Established in New Zealand and registered in the UK with NOCN Group, it
is one of 2000+ institutions world-wide. NOCN Group is the leading awarding body licensed
by Ofqual and QAA (UK government).

Through UARD’s partnership with WGG Academy, industry professionals can have their
careers, training and experience recognised to create an academic pathway in Diplomas,
Bachelors and Masters programmes; this is a world-first in Emergency Response & Risk
Management.

About UARD

Samson TiaraWiguna was established as a non-profit organisation in 2019 with the primary
mission of raising safety awareness and improving safety training for the Indonesian public
and government.

With the support of our sister company, Samson Tiara, and their 25 years of experience
bringing world class training to the oil & gas Industry, Wiguna aims to leverage this
dedication and experience to improve the safety and wellbeing of workers in all industries
by working closely with both national and international NGO’s and the Indonesian
government to identify safety and knowledge gaps and to develop training, awareness and
educational programmes to address them.

About Samson Tiara Wiguna

The Managed Emergency Response Service Centre (MERSC) is a purpose built fully
integrated Incident Command System facility. It is the centralised HUB for The Wild Geese
Group. Home to both Internationally accredited courses in Incident Command Systems
(ICS) and for operational use to WGG clients who engages with them for the provision of
Incident Management Rooms (war rooms).

A proven facility, with a five star rating. The MERSC has recently been given the rating of
“Centre of Excellence”. Tracking over 300 mobile offshore assets, for their clients, both
marine and air 24/7/365 are some of the many tasks that take place at the MERSC. A
facility that has the ability to integrate seamlessly into a companies ER operations and
provide, a fully outsourced option if asked.

This facility affords The Wild Geese Group, the ability to live up to their vision “To be First
& Best in Class”.

About MERSC
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The ERRM Industry Advisory Board consists of a carefully selected cross section of experienced professionals with
extensive exposure within each of their industries in the fields of Emergency Response, Risk Management and Training
and Competency.

Purpose of the IAB

The purpose of the IAB is to advise and guide the University of Applied Research and Development on issues of
importance to maintain credibility and relevance of the UARD ERRM Higher Education programmes to student and
Industry.

Mission

• Identify opportunities to promote development, broaden exposure and awareness of the UARD ERRM offerings

• Review existing curriculums and identify recommendations for change

• To share professional knowledge, industry insights that expands our perspective and awareness on issues
connected to the UARD programmes and future needs

• To provide Industry specific guidance and oversight to ensure integrity of the ERRM Recognition of Prior Learning
and Current Certification evidence process

Emergency Response & Risk Management
Industry Advisory Board (IAB)
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University of Applied Research & Development
OCN Group Head Office, Acero Building, 1
ConcourseWay, Sheaf Street, Sheffield S1 2BJ,
United Kingdom

craig@uard.university

+62 85921 066461
facebook.com/groups/uard.bachelor.errm/www.uard.university


